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I've worked with many converts and recommending books has always been quite tedious, due to

bits and pieces of vital information being in various books. This book contains everything that a

convert would need to know, inwardly and outwardly. It beautifully balances ritual acts with the inner

dimensions of worship. It always brings the rituals back to the essence of faith. The author touches

on jurisprudence (fiqh), creed ('aqidah), prophetic history (sirah), and ethics/ etiquette (adab). This

will definitely be the number one book I recommend to any new Muslim. Apart from the content, it is

beautifully laid out, the typography is classy, and overall a pleasure to read. Well done to all those

who contributed to this work.

This is an good eye opener to the Islam religion in great detail, I always like to learn about different

religions and cultures and the way of living for people around the world. This book discusses many

topics of Islam and one is for ways of women becoming a muslim, but I did find it interesting that

there are so many rules for women. I recommend if you're looking to learn the bascis of Islam

Great start exploring a new religion for me. Previously, I've met a lot of anecdotal information. Now,

after reading this book, I know what I want to know more about Islam. It is impossible to describe all

the history and development of religion in a little book. However, the author was able to collect basic

things. Now I can select individual issues and to study them more deeply. For my start learning

about Islam, this book was very good.

Islam is the second largest religion in the world judging from the member of adherents and

believers, follows many motifs, beliefs and rituals like any other religion. This book contained in

discussion all about these. Besides these, this book includes discussion on definitive segregation

between the laws of the male sex and female sex as well as Islamic faith. It's perfect book to inform

you about the basic theme by which you must learn that Allah is the most gracious, merciful, and

beneficent of all. This book also introduces with Hazrat Muhammad who is the last prophet of Islam

and the best man of the world of all ages. It is a perfect book for the beginner who wants to know

about Islam as religion.



Got this book because there has been a lot of news about the islamic religion in the news and was

wanting to get information that is not presented by big media. It is a great book that gives a primer

on the islamic religion. Would recommend it to anyone that wants a good overview of the religion.

I really don't know why this got such good ratings from others. Many things were completely wrong,

and many things also applied to only certain sects of Islam. I suspected it was going to be a

shoddily researched and written book when it started out saying there were only two sects in Islam,

and then shortly after claimed that there are only nine prophets recognized by Islam. I haven't even

been Muslim that long and the sloppy errors were easily noticed. I think this book may only be good

for Christians who have no idea about anything to do with Islam to learn a few things, but it is sad

that they will be misinformed about many things.

Islam is well-constructed in a way that the guidelines are precise as is a relatively new religion

compared to Hinduism and still in a developmental stage from which evolution occurs every single

day. This is also one of the reasons why attacking Islam is very easy. This book will introduce the

basics of Islam. You will know about the Prophet Muhammad who is considered the last prophet of

the Islam. You can get a short description about the Quran which is the holy book and guide- line for

the Islamic lifestyle. An important and essential Muslim customs for men and women is discussed

on the basis of the Quran which Muslims must follow. You can know the structure family which lies

at the centre of the society and Islamic faith has charted out a wise society based on the family. This

book puts a lot of emphasis on the role of parents and responsibility in the Islamic way of life in their

description. In the last, You will get a gift which is ``33 Natural Hair Care Recipes A New Look to

Hair Care for WomenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢. This will be a total solution to your hair.

I was interested in reading this book because I know quite a few Muslims personally and I wanted to

know more about this important religion.This book describes in a clear and simple manner the

basics of Islam. It gives a good understanding fundamentals of Islam. I would recommend this to

anyone who has an interest to be better informed.
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